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Teach your students the basics of musical vocabulary with these free, printable activities. Print pdf: Music Basics Challenge and complete the activity. Print pdf: Music theme of the work Write a story, poem or essay about music. Neatly write your final suggestion on the theme of the book. December 13th is Violin Day. Violins are a tidy string instrument and are the highest member
of the violin family. The violin has four strings, a hollow body, an unfree toe and is played with a bow. Print pdf: Music Basics of page coloring and image color. Pdf printing: The musical basics of coloring and image coloring. Print pdf: Music Basics of page coloring and image color. In the last decade, online learning landscapes have changed dramatically. There has been an
explosion of growth and interest in digital learning for K-12 students, especially at the high school level. Numerous digital products have been introduced to meet growing demand, and there is a wide range of online schools and programs available. For parents, the sense of online learning opportunities for students in degrees 6 through 8 can be challenging. The following page
provides an overview of how online high schools work, a state-by-state guide to online high school programs, an overview of common curriculum and strategies for evaluating potential programs. Online High School: IntroductionOnline Learning has opened up new opportunities for high school students that offer students tailored education regardless of their personal background,
physical location, academic needs or economic situation. State education unions and individual school districts are actively looking for alternative educational models for students, including fully online or mixed teaching that combines traditional schooling with online options. Taking online courses allows students to take courses that are not available in a traditional environment, get
schooling, even if physical attendance is not possible, and - most importantly - design educational plans that meet the needs of individual students. Secondary education draws on elements of primary school teaching and combines them with more sophisticated methods and subject matter. Students will participate in interactive skill-based content in the 6th Through this procedure,
online high schools are designed to prepare students for success at the high school level. Today, 16 states offer full online access to every high school student in the state, while 29 offer partial access. More students than ever can take advantage of digital learning and present parents with several options to consider when it comes to educating their children. Online High School
FAQ Decisions about transferring to an online high school program can stem for a variety of reasons. A student can benefit from a more flexible learning plan or an enriched learning environment. Online often creates a more targeted learning environment. Students who have recently moved or are planning have access to online programs to ensure continuous and consistent
education. Students with health problems may also find that the online program better suits their needs. Transmission to a virtual or online high school is similar to traditional campus-based transfer processes. If the student previously attended an accredited secondary institution, then credits earned for completed courses are generally accepted. However, if both schools have
significant differences in curricula or graduation requirements, some credits may not be accepted and further coursework will be required. . The required paperwork is similar to that of a traditional school. Parents will have to provide documents such as immunization records, birth certificates and transcripts. Contact the enrollment officer at the new high school and ask for a list of
required documents and deadlines. Socialization is an important part of a high school student's life. In a traditional campus-based educational environment, socialization is the natural growth of the student's environment. However, online secondary schools must invest resources in different approaches to promote social interaction. Despite the image of online learning as a solitary
exercise, this environment actually provides students with a plethora of socialization opportunities. Technology effectively removes obstacles such as distance, age, socio-economic background, gender and physical disability. Students commonly use web technologies such as real-time online conferences via video, chat, webcam and whiteboard applications. These tools usually
offer them five main ways to socialize in online learning settings: Interacting with teachers and other adults Communicating with other students in an online classroom, through individual interaction, and through group projects Extracurricular activities such as virtual book or discussion clubs, school newspapers or Social Network yearbooks to promote connections, collaborations
and participation among real-world student activities coordinated by the high school , including excursions, intensive summer educational meetings, leadership conferences and other student outcomes and progress are essential components of the learning process. Online high schools are required to meet the same standards of accountability of their public and campus-based
counterparts.] This includes administering required state standardized tests and conducting student evaluations through various methods, including quizzes, unit tests, and homework. In addition to teachers, online high schools have staff of teaching staff, including counselors, program coordinators, and counselors who provide support to students and their families. Some online
schools are also public schools, which means there is no cost of attending. However, some public schools may charge technology charges. Online private schools charge tuition, so be sure to check if the schools you're looking at are public or private. Online High School Glossary/Descriptions Accreditation.A method of quality assurance is used to ensure the school adheres to a
set of recognized educational standards. Accreditation requirements vary by state, so check with your State Board of Education about accreditation for all schools you are considering. An asynchronous Learning.Online instruction that occurs in a self-paced pattern that includes communication through online forums, blogs, video, email, message posts, podcasts and more. Blended
Learning.A combination of teaching that occurs in traditional campus or brick-and-mortar locations and through online learning formats. Also known as Hybrid Learning. Computer-Assisted Instruction.The use of educational technologies and software to complement and strengthen teaching, standards and concepts without a teacher present. Course Management System.Also
known as CMS, a technology platform and software used to provide online courses, including course content, evaluation and communication. It is commonly called the Learning Management System. Instructional Designer.An a person who creates teaching materials for online teaching and courses. Single-District Online School.An an online school that serves students within a
single educational district. State Virtual School.Virtual schools run by a state education (or state-level) agency provide online educational opportunities for students nationwide. Synchronous Learning.An an online method of learning that occurs in real time and involves teaching and participation of students mediated by teachers. Virtual Class.A collection of students assigned and
participating in the same online class. Virtual school. Institutions that provide courses entirely or primarily through online instructional methods. Also known as cyber-schools. Online High School: Learning opportunities for each studentFor each student learns differently, alternative learning options have benefits for both students and their families. Secondary school children are in
transition academically and socially. For various reasons, a high school-age child may not succeed or thrive in a traditional, campus-based learning environment. These students include a gifted or accelerated student who needs an advanced level of teaching, a student who is trying to get a jump start on a college course, a student in a home school environment, a student who
requires additional academic support, and a student who is shy, faces bullying, or does not fit into the traditional school environment. For each of these students, online learning provides an opportunity to create an individual learning plan that provides well-rounded academic learning. Gifted Students Because academically gifted students can master teaching materials faster than
other students, they require flexible curricula that their individual interests and strengths, and allows them to fulfil their learning skills. Home-schooled Students More than 500,000 students in K-12 degrees participate in home education, according to the National Center for Education Statistics. Online education enables students to continue their education in a safe and familiar
environment through a tailored, focused curriculum. Struggling Middle student students can struggle for different academic and personal reasons, but online education programs can be both supportive and effective. Thanks to the combined efforts of parents and educators, online learning at the secondary school level can be a positive experience for students - tailored and
individualized to a specific method of learning the student. International StudentHold for military service, living as a compatriot, or for professional commitments, many families either choose or are required to raise their families abroad. For these students, online learning is an option that offers flexibility in planning, the ability to obtain a diploma in the US, and the ability to continue
education in remote or unknown settings. Such an approach allows students to customize their educational experiences to their family situation, and more easily maintain a consistent learning plan during travel or other movements. Online Middle School Curriculum Through a mixture of online and offline instructional materials, students will gain integrated, comprehensive
educational experience in a wide range of subjects, divided between the basic curriculum and optional coursework. At the high school level, online students are encouraged to actively participate in their academic development and shape the direction of their coursework as they prepare for high school. Through personalized approaches to teaching, students can progress as
quickly or slowly as necessary through their high school curriculum. Sixth gradeMeek to high school, students in the sixth grade are acquainted with basic concepts in mathematics, science, social studies, language arts, health and physical education. During this preparatory year of teaching, sixth-grade students are encouraged to be curious and develop critical thinking skills
through problem-solving activities. Seventh gradeTh grade students begin to develop their critical thinking skills and gain a further understanding of the broader relationships between science, mathematics, and literature. Students begin to strengthen their skills in listening, reading, writing and speaking, as well as learning how to establish study routines and set personal goals.
Eighth gradeTh grade, the curriculum is designed to prepare students for their transition to high school. We are increasingly focused on understanding, critical thinking, decision-making and problem-solving skills. Students are introduced to a wider range of writing and literature styles, advanced mathematical such as algebra, science investigation-based teaching, and broader
historical concepts and events through American and world history. Curriculum DescriptionsLanguage ArtsLanguage Arts focuses on developing students' knowledge and skills in reading, writing, listening and speaking. Through literature studies, vocabulary building, independent reading and writing activities, students gain basic understanding and critical analysis skills that can be
used as they progress academically. MathematicsInstruction in mathematics is designed to support a student's ability to think quantitatively and abstractly, gain an understanding of mathematical concepts and learn to use these concepts in real situations. ScienceAt the high school level, the science curriculum introduces students to several scientific fields of study, including
physical sciences, life sciences and Earth science. By examining the concepts of each field of science, students develop inquisitive thinking, one focused on understanding how science communicates and their impact on society. Social studiesIn degrees 6-8, the social study curriculum explores events and topics in ancient and modern history. Students' critical and creative thinking
skills improve as they learn how to connect with the world around them and apply knowledge to current situations. ArtArt focuses on encouraging students to express their creativity through a variety of media - from painting to clay drawing and modeling to sculpture. Students are acquainted with works of art from different epochs and cultures and are learning their own artistic
abilities. Foreign languageThroat the study of various world languages, students will get acquainted with the common vocabulary, grammar and basics of other languages. In this process, they gain a deeper understanding and recognition of other cultures. MusicFor students in degrees 6 to 8, music lessons offer them the opportunity to develop basic musical skills. Physical
educationPhysical education and health courses teach students about healthy behavior, positive nutritional behaviors and the importance of an active lifestyle. Online high school students can also look for fitness opportunities outside of school in the form of sports teams, individual sports or sports and fitness lessons and classes. Is online high school right for your child? While
online learning is valuable for students who cannot or do not want to attend a traditional school, it may not be the right choice for every student. Some students thrive in the group environment offered by traditional classroom instruction. Others require the schedule and structure of traditional schools and find difficulties in independently guided teaching. The following quiz can help
determine whether an online training program is the right decision. Answer by dragging a command in the True or False Fields As a parent, I have or require a high level of engagement the child's learning process. As a parent, I regularly follow my child's curriculum. As a parent, it is important to put our family values into the learning process. As a family, we are able to devote time
and resources to the academic development of our child. As a family, we have flexibility in our plans. As a family, we maintain regular contact with our child's school and instructors. My child benefits from flexible schedules due to extracurricular commitments (e.g. sports, performing arts) My child requires a demanding and rigorous curriculum to prepare for higher education. My
child benefits from the one-on-one attention and individual curriculum of Online High School: 7 What to Look ForIs can be overwhelming for parents to choose from the many online learning options available, especially since they differ in structure and can be managed by various organizations, including the state, university, local school district or charter school. In addition, there
are different types of online programs (fully online, complementary, district level, etc.), which means that there are a myriad of approaches to teaching, student support, academic development and more. Before making a decision on an online high school program, parents should first evaluate their child's educational needs and then make a decision about what type of program will
suit their needs. In that case, parents should ask questions and compare programs and review a common set of factors for all schools offering online courses and programs.1. AccreditationCredit is one of the most important items to be reviewed. The accredited school is committed to meeting high standards of quality and education and allows external agencies to keep them at a
level of accountability and academic improvement. There is no single set of national accreditation standards, so parents should check how their state handles accreditation and which accreditation bodies are recognized (there are more than 200 private accreditation organizations in the US). 2. CreditCredit transferability goes hand in hand with accreditation. Most educational
institutions do not accept credits from non-accredited schools or institutions. Parents should contact their local school district to ask both about the history of credit transfers from a potential school and whether online credits from that school are recognized in other educational institutions. Parents can also ask the school for a enrollment agreement that states that the course credit
is transferable, giving parents some written guarantee.3. EfficiencySounding quality of a potential online middle program is an important step in determining the correct adaptation for the student. Parents have a variety of quality measures and tools at their disposal, including information from the International Association for K-12 Online Learning national standards for the quality of
online programs. This organization collects information from annual student and parent satisfaction surveys, reviewing the School Report Card of the Ministry of Education, examining the financial reports of charter schools offering virtual programs, and monitoring the retention rate (how many students will re-enroll next year) of schools on its list.4. Curriculum StandardsNowing
what types of curricula are offered and how teaching is provided is an important part of the decision. In an online learning environment, curricula have a direct impact on student engagement and motivation – even more so than in traditional classroom environments. Academic standards are set on a state-by-state basis, which means parents should understand the scope of these
standards and ask potential schools how they adhere to them and meet them. For example, parents should ask how courses are evaluated, how testing and evaluation are performed, what online learning technologies are used, how teacher-student interaction occurs, and how online and offline teaching is distributed.5 Support ServicesStudent support is critical to student success-
especially for an online student. Parents should review the types and depth of student services available at a future school. Does the school offer academic support? Counselling and mentoring? Tutoring and technical assistance? Is there a dedicated support staff or will teachers handle most of these tasks? 6. Instructional QualityTeaching is as important in online settings as it is
in physical class. The quality of teaching is a key indicator of the overall quality of the institution. Parents should review school recruitment procedures, including the basic qualifications that teachers must be employed for. What types of degrees, training and certifications do teachers have? Do teachers participate in orientation programs before they are qualified to teaching
online? What type of professional development or further education is required of teachers?7. Socialization OpportunitiesPartes are often concerned about how online schooling affects the socialization of their children. Since teaching usually occurs in the home, socialization requires alternative approaches from those used in the traditional educational environment. Parents should
determine what socialization goals they have for their child. Do they want a child to learn social skills, socialize opportunities with other students, and learn in the student community? Parents should ask future schools about social activities provided by the school (such as excursions), the percentage of curriculum that focuses on student collaboration, social networking
opportunities for students and parents, online clubs, and other outlets. Ensuring Online Middle Schooler's success given its distinct character, online teaching does not occur in a vacuum. Parental participation in their child's education has a direct impact on student outcomes. When parents are actively involved in their child's learning research has shown that students are more
engaged in their academic work and perform at a higher academic level. Parents should take steps to engage with their online student, as this involvement also allows students to take an active role in their educational development. While active participation is key, the main question faced by parents of online high school students is: How can I be involved? Parents of online
students have slightly different roles than children in campus settings. Parents generally assume the role of teacher and administrator, help students with the learning process, solve behavior, organize student schedules, organize extracurricular activities and correspond to the school. Below is a list of some important ways parents can support their child's online learning
experience:1. Family-to-school Interaction.In to support students in an online environment, parents must have regular access and support from the school. Parents should communicate with teachers and staff on a consistent basis. This is usually done through email, phone calls, and in some cases face-to-face meetings. By communicating with the school, parents have a greater
understanding of how to support their child, from assisting in school work to preparing for standardized testing.2 Extracurricular activities. Parents can supplement a student's learning experience by ensuring that their child participates in extracurricular activities, such as organized sports or excursions that correspond to class content.3. Managing a child's working hours. Parents
can influence their student's education by 1) planning their child's online time; (2) setting daily, weekly and monthly targets for academic progress; and 3) helps the student develop solid time management skills.4. The subject Material Decisions.Parents often have the best insight into understanding how their child learns. They can combine this with the advice and expertise of
teachers to see what type of teaching will be most effective, especially during crucial high school years. For example, with a gifted student, parents can work with instructors to introduce advanced degree programs in math or literature. Alternatively, for a struggling student, it can be beneficial to reduce intensity, set smaller, more achievable goals, and give the child additional time
and resources in areas where the student is in difficulty. Technology and Personalized Learning: Balancing RightPersonalized LearningThis Advent online learning has introduced a number of new learning opportunities, including personalization, flexibility and access. Students can gain individual attention, develop a plan and pace that matches their learning style, and access
educational opportunities that are not available through traditional schools. TechnologyOnline learning uses a buffet of technologies and can take advantage of wide reach of the Internet, all while maintaining a one-on-one relationship between student and teacher. He is able to strike a balance between the curriculum, the student, the teacher, and the class—to serve students
where, when, and how they can best learn. Online teaching resources for students and familiesNet is the golden house of information for new homeschool families. The following online tools and resources are an excellent place to start.1. Book maker2. Dictionary.com3. GeoEdu4. Glogster5. Learn aloud6. The Lure of the Labyrinth7. Moodleshare8. Shmoop9. Correction of the
entry in the author's corner
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